


Smart Opportunity Manager

Dealmaker Smart Opportunity Manager delivers intelligent advice on how to win each deal
based on information you provide, and increases your win rate. Automated deal coaching,
applied in context, identifies risks and vulnerabilities. Buyer relationship strategies are
automatically defined to show you how to sell to each buyer, and the optimal competitive
strategy is identified. Insight Maps help you visually represent how your solution meets the
buyer’s needs. Like an automated deal review, Coach Me pulls it all together, diagnoses
problems and prescribes actions to increase your chance of winning the opportunity.
Dealmaker Smart Opportunity Manager includes TAS sales methodology, but can also be
configured to your own methodology.

The Dealmaker Launch Pad
Each of the modules of Dealmaker Smart Opportunity Manager can be accessed from the
Dealmaker Launch Pad in the opportunity record in Salesforce.

You can also get a quick overview of the completeness of your opportunity plan from the
blue status bar at the top of each icon.  For example, in the graphic above, you can see that
there are 8 contacts in the political map, and that a Flanking strategy has been selected as
the Competitive Strategy.

Using Smart Opportunity Manager with Smart Playbook
In many cases you will have Smart Playbook installed as well as Dealmaker Smart
Opportunity Manager.  Smart Playbook in Dealmaker helps you to understand the steps you
need to take to progress an opportunity through each of the stages of your sales cycle.  It is a
combination of sales process(es) and the associated content items that are attached using
the Quicklinks capability in Dealmaker. When Smart Playbook is installed the Dealmaker
Launch Pad will have an extra icon to the left of the Assessment icon. 
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Assessment
Assessment guides you to determine the status of your opportunity by addressing a series
of questions relating to your opportunity from your company’s perspective, and, if relevant,
also for your competitors.  The assessment in Dealmaker is pre-configured with the TAS 1-
20 questions, summarized under four key questions / section headings.  Your Dealmaker
administrator can change, or extend, the assessment questions and section headings if
required.

Access Assessment
There are two ways you access the opportunity assessment. You can click on the
Assessment icon on the Dealmaker Launch Pad from within the opportunity screen.

You can also access  the Assessment at any stage to get guidance on what to do next to
assess the health of your opportunity by clicking on the Assessment tab.

Using Assessment
The assessment screen displays a matrix of the questions (grouped by section heading) for
you and each of the identified competitors on the opportunity.

Note that the competitors are first added to the opportunity via the standard opportunity-
competitor section in Salesforce. Competitors can also be added from the Competitive
Strategy screen.
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Section Headings
The section headings (Is there an opportunity?, Can we compete?, etc. in the
screenshot below) display a quick view for each of the selling organizations of the status of
the underlying questions.

A background color of green/yellow/red indicates the overall “score” of the section (based
on the +/—/? status for the questions), providing you with a quick view of the overall
strength or weakness of that section for the organization. Note that some questions may be
deemed more important than others with a higher score weighting which will result in their
status having a greater impact on the overall section score. Dealmaker comes pre-loaded
with scores for the positive ("+"), negative ("—") and unknown ("?") responses for each
question. Your Dealmaker Administrator can change these associated scores if required.

Assessment Questions
The assessment questions are grouped under the top-level section headings.

To expand a section and view the underlying questions, click the arrow to the left of the
section heading.
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Each question includes:
Notes: Displayed under the question, the notes can be added/edited by clicking the
Edit icon to the right of the question. In the provided pop-up, edit the content and
then click to Cancel or Save your changes. The edit pop-up includes prompter help
to remind you what information should be included in your notes.

As per the other areas of the assessment, Dealmaker comes pre-loaded with appropriate
prompter help that your Dealmaker Administrator can change if required.

Status: Available for each of the selling organizations (your company and each of
the opportunity-competitors), the provided picklists allow you to view/set the status
of the specific question for that organization. The options available are: blank
(indicates that the status has not been set), "?" (question mark – indicates that the
status is unknown), "+" (plus – indicates that the status is positive ), and "—"
(minus – indicates that the status is negative).

Note that the icon to the right of the picklist provides a visual of the selected option. This is
provided to allow you to quickly see the current status without having to read the values in
the picklist.
You can either select from the Status drop-down, or click on the Status icon (either to the
right of the drop-down, or on the summary line) to set the status.

Play: Your Dealmaker Administrator may have configured links to additional
information for any of the assessment questions using Quicklinks.  Clicking on the
play icon on the extreme right of the question will provide you with links to video
learning or other content for additional support.
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Political Map
Political Map provides a visual representation of the people in the buyer’s organization
who are involved in your opportunity or account, their relationship to each other and
information about each one.  You can identify your friends and enemies, and uncover the
influencers in the organization.

Why use Political Map?
With the information you record in Political Map, Dealmaker can help you to determine
who can impact your success. You should update the map as you learn about the people and
their roles. Dealmaker uses this information to help identify risks and vulnerabilities as you
progress through the sales cycle.

Accessing Political Map
To access Political Map, click on the Political Map icon on the Dealmaker Launch Pad
from within the opportunity screen. You can also access Political Map from any Dealmaker
page by clicking on the Politics tab.

If you are using Political Map Express, you can access it using the Political Map Launch
Pad. This launch pad provides information about how many contacts are contained on the
map as well as a list of the five most important contacts on the map. These contacts are
displayed on the basis of their impact on your opportunity. The impact is determined based
on their attributes.

Political Map Components
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Political Map is divided into the following sections:
A. Left Pull-out Panel: This menu contains three tabs. The Filter tab is used to
selectively display contacts on the map according to different criteria. The Contact tab is
used to display and edit the details of individual contacts. The Contact tab also displays
details of any actions against that contact for this opportunity as well as coaching advice for
this specific contact and this contact type. The Advice tab displays suggestions from
Dealmaker advising you on how to work with each contact.
B. Right Pull-out Panel: This panel is used to add existing contacts to the map and create
new contacts. Contacts can be added individually or by importing from another map.
C. Main Map Area: This is where the map is displayed. It also contains navigation controls
to zoom and move the map around as well as to show a full screen version of the map.
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Add and Remove Contacts
When you first open a map, it will not contain any contacts. You can add contacts by
importing them from an existing map or by adding them individually.

Import contacts from an existing map
To import contacts from an existing map, open the right pull-out panel and click Import
Political Map.

You can import a map from another opportunity by typing the name of the opportunity or, if
you are using Smart Account Manager, from an account plan by typing an account plan unit
name.

As you type, Dealmaker will display a list of available maps. To select a map to import, click
on the map name. A visual preview of the map appears. To complete the process, click
Import.

Add contacts individually
To add contacts individually, open the right pull-out panel and go to the Add Contact
section.
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Quick search
To include a contact on the map, start typing the contact's name in the Quick search field.
As you type, a drop-down list appears containing matching contacts relating to the account
that are not yet on the map. Click on the contact name from the list. The contact is then
added to the map or — depending on its reports-to value — to the Others section on the
right pull-out panel.

Advanced search
You can also add any of the contacts in Salesforce using the Advanced Search button. This
allows you to add contacts which are related to different accounts. Use a range of search
criteria to filter the contacts, and then click on one or more contacts from the search results.
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Create a new contact
If you want to add a contact who is not yet in Salesforce, click on the Create New Contact
button. Enter the details for this contact and click Save.

Remove a contact from your map
There are two ways to remove a contact from the map:

1. Drag to Trash: Drag and drop the contact from the map into the trash can, which
is displayed at the bottom left of the map.

2. Click the Remove button in the Advanced section of the Contact tab on the left
pull-out panel.

Note: When you remove a contact from the map, the contact record remains in Salesforce
but it is no longer associated with the map.
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Edit Contacts
Each contact on a map has a number of attributes which tell you about that person. You can
edit these attributes as you add a contact or at any time after the map has been built. You
should update these any time you have new insight about any of the contacts or if there has
been a change in one of their attributes.

Note: Depending on your organization’s configuration settings, these attributes may be
named differently or have different option values while others may not be present at all.
Please consult your Dealmaker administrator if you have questions about your
implementation.

Edit a contact in Dealmaker
Using the contact edit button you can edit the details for a contact within Dealmaker.

Edit a contact in Salesforce
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Using the contact icon to the right of the contact's name at the top of the panel you can open
the Salesforce page for this contact. From there you can edit a wide range of information for
that contact.

Edit contacts directly on the map
You can edit the attributes for a contact directly from the map by clicking on the square
Attribute icons at the bottom of that contact’s node.
The details which you can change in this way are:

Political Status;
Buying Role;
Adaptability;
Your Status; and
Coverage.

Each attribute is indicated by means of a unique symbol. Using the Show/Hide Legend
button you can display the Political Map legend to get an explanation of what each symbol
means. For an explanation of each attribute, see the Political Map Glossary for more details.

Contact node colors
The colors and icons used on the contact nodes provide you with visual information about
the contacts on the opportunity. This means you can differentiate, at a glance, your
supporters from your enemies and those in the inner circle from those outside the political
structure.
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The contact which is currently selected is shown with a highlighted black border. The Your
Status value of the contact determines the color of its banner:

Green indicates Mentors and Supporters;
Red indicates Enemies and Non-Supporters;
Yellow indicates contacts you need to be wary of because they have a strong
political status and you have yet to establish a good relationship with them;
Grey indicates contacts who are neutral because they have a weak political status
and you have yet to establish a good relationship with them.
White indicates contacts where you need to do some more work to gather
information.

The number of segments in the banner is based on a score calculated by Dealmaker on the
basis of the available details for that contact.

Edit contacts using the left pull-out panel
You can also edit the details of contact using the left pull-out panel. Any changes you make
here are saved automatically.

The left pull-out panel provides access to a range of information relating to each contact.
The following information can be edited in the left pull-out panel itself:
1. Attributes
The attributes for a contact include Political Status, Buying Roles, Adaptability, Your
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Status and Coverage. In certain fields, such as Buying Role, you can specify more than
one option for a contact. Any changes you make here are saved automatically.
2. Details
The details section displays information about the contact such as the contact’s department,
default owner and assigned owner. The default owner is the owner of the contact as
specified in the Salesforce contact record. If you want to set an alternative owner for this
contact, you can specify another user in your organization as the assigned owner. Specifying
an assigned owner for a contact does not affect the contact owner in Salesforce.
3. Social
This section displays links to the contact’s online social media presence. Information gained
from social media can help you learn more about your contacts and discover what issues are
most important to them. To access the contact’s social media feed or page, click on the
relevant link.

Note: If it has not already been enabled on your system, your administrator can enable
social media functionality by following these steps.

To add or edit this information, go to the Salesforce Contacts tab and edit the details for
this person.

You can also click the contact icon to the right of the contact's name at the top of the left
pull-out panel to open the Salesforce page for this contact.
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4. Influences
Influence lines are a way of representing the power structures in an organization to help you
understand the dynamics affecting a deal. By understanding how individual contacts in a
hierarchy exert influence over others in an organization you can target your activities in a
more focused way. Influence lines and how to use them are explained in Structure your
Map.
5. Decision Criteria
In Smart Opportunity Manager, you can edit the decision criteria affecting a contact who
has been identified as a key player in the Decision Criteria screen.

Note: The Decision Criteria feature is not available in Political Map Express.

6. Notes
In this section you can add additional information relating to a contact in the form of free-
text notes.
7. Advanced
Here you can remove the contact from the map, clear the contact’s reports-to setting and
specify that the contact must always remain on the map even if it is not linked to any other
contacts.
8. Actions
If your administrator has enabled it, the left pull-out panel will also display details of any
actions or overdue actions which exist for a contact in relation to the current opportunity.
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Structure your Map
Once you have added contacts to your map you need to describe the relationships between
each person so that you can gain an insight into the organization. These relationships are
described using the following information:

Reporting Structure
Illustrating the reporting structure allows you to see who the key decision makers
are in a hierarchy and it allows you to identify people who may ultimately have the
final say in any deal.

Influences
Understanding how individual contacts in a hierarchy influence others can help you
understand the politics of the organization. For example, if a key player does not
have a relationship with you, being able to identify a supportive contact who
influences that person may be invaluable.

Edit relationships
Political Map has two editing modes: influence mode and reports-to mode. The functionality
of Political Map changes depending on which mode is selected.
To switch between modes, use the Show/Hide Influence Lines button at the top of the
right pull-out panel.
When the influence lines are displayed, the map is in influence mode. When the influence
lines are hidden, the map is in reports-to mode.

Specify who a contact reports to
The reporting hierarchy is identified by the black reporting lines. When the map is in
reports-to mode, dragging one contact to another updates the reports-to relationship. When
you drag the contact, the contact is highlighted in red and a faded map icon appears under
the mouse pointer to indicate that you are changing the reports-to value. This will also
modify the reports-to value on the Salesforce contact record.
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When the reports-to value is set for the contact (and the manager is included on the map),
the contact will be placed on the map under the manager. Otherwise, it will be placed at the
top of the map or in the right-hand panel under Others.

Keep a contact on the map
If the contact is automatically added to the Others section, you may choose to drag the
contact directly onto the map. This sets the always on map option in the Advanced
Details section for that contact in the left panel. This is useful if you want to represent an
isolated contact on the main canvas area to, for example, draw influence lines.
To move the contact back to the Others section, uncheck this option.

To delete the reports-to value for the selected contact and clear the reporting line, go to the
left pull-out panel and open the Contact tab. In the Advanced section, click Clear.
Note: When you clear the reports-to for a contact this will delete the value in the reports-to
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field in Salesforce.

Use TBD as a placeholder
If you do not yet know who a contact reports to or do not need to record this information,
the contact is placed in the Others section of the right pull-out panel. Under certain
circumstances, though, you may need to keep this type of contact on the map.
To do this, first add a TBD or To Be Determined contact to the map. The purpose of a TBD
contact is to serve as a placeholder representing the unknown links between contacts and
their direct or indirect reports. This allows you to add contacts to a map even if you do not
know who they report to.
In this example, we know that Michael Briggs works in Andy Young’s group. We do not
know who his direct line manager is. To move these contacts from the Others section to the
map, we first click and drag the TBD icon onto the contact for Andy Young.

We can then drag the contact Michael Briggs from Others onto the TBD icon.
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Note: You can only drag a contact from Others while you are in reports-to mode.

Specify influences on a map
When the map is in influences mode, dragging one contact to another sets up an influences
relationship. An arrow symbol appears on the map to remind you that you are about to
modify the influences relationship.

To delete influence lines, open the Contact tab in the left pull-out panel and go to the
Influences section. Click the X icon beside the influences / influenced by contact to
remove the connection.
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Example of Changing Influences and Reports-to Information
In this example, the influence lines are turned off and the map is in reports-to mode. We
can see that Michael Briggs currently reports to Dominic Santini.

If we drag Michael Briggs to Andy Young, Michael Briggs will now be listed as reporting to
Andy Young.

Suppose we now want to say that Dominic Santini is influenced by Michael Briggs. To
activate influences mode, we display the influence lines using the Show/Hide Influence
Lines button. Now, if we drag Michael Briggs to Dominic Santini, Michael Briggs is listed as
having an influence over Dominic Santini.
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Change the way your map appears on screen
To make working with maps easier, there are several controls to change the appearance of a
map on screen.

Zooming and panning
You can move and resize the map using a number of intuitive controls. To move a map, click
anywhere on the map background and drag to a new position.

To resize the image you can:
Use the zoom control slider on the map;
Use the scroll wheel on your mouse;
Click Full Screen to use the entire screen to view the map.

On an iPad or other touchscreen device, standard finger gestures such as swipe, pinch and
double-click will provide the same functionality.

Collapse sections of your map
If you are working with a large map which has with many contacts, you may find it useful to
hide parts of the map which you are not currently using. To do this, you can collapse
individual branches of the map or entire sections using the arrow at the bottom of a node.
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Clicking on a collapse arrow hides all of the nodes beneath it. The number of hidden nodes
is displayed to the right of the arrow.

Print your map
The pan and zoom controls are also useful when printing your map. To print your map, click
on the Print icon in the right pull-out panel. The map opens in a new browser window.
Resize and position your map on-screen as you want it to appear when printed. When you
are ready, print the map using your browser's print function.
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Note: To ensure the map prints correctly, make sure that you enable printing of background
images in your browser. This can generally be found in the Print Preferences/Page Setup
settings.
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Gain Additional Insight
Once you have created your map and used it to understand basic information relating to
influence lines, reporting structures and attributes of contacts, you can use the map for
more advanced purposes. In Political Map, the Filter function helps you identify contacts on
your map according to various criteria, for example during team debriefs. Together with the
targeted coaching and advice provided in the left pull-out panel, this allows you to gain a
deeper understanding of the factors affecting your deal and decide what to do next.

How can filters help me?
Political Map is most useful when you are evaluating “Can We Win”. In these circumstances
you need to know about the people with whom you have relationships and whether they are
useful for the purposes of progressing the opportunity. In particular, your level of inside
support and return access are crucial in achieving a successful outcome. By identifying
relevant contacts, Political Map shows you where you need to focus your efforts.
At various stages during a deal you might use filters in the following scenarios:

1. You need to identify people with low coverage who are either decision makers or
members of the inner circle so that you know who you need to devote more time to.
This will then drive your PRIME Actions going forward.

2. If the opportunity is at risk of stalling, you might want to filter for someone with in-
depth coverage who influences a decision maker who can intercede on your behalf.

3. If you have several people within the inner circle who are responsible for evaluating
potential products, it may be useful to filter for people who are at least supporters or
ideally mentors on whom you can focus your efforts.

4. To keep an opportunity moving, having return access is vital. If you need to
determine whether you have return access within an organization and then leverage
it, you might consider using filters to find someone in the inner circle or a decision
maker and with whom you have multi- or in-depth coverage. If you do not have a
contact like this in your map, you can set a goal to develop this kind of relationship.

Identify specific contacts using filters
To use the filter functionality, open the left pull-out panel and click on the Filter tab.

From there you can identify contacts on the basis of multiple criteria such as their details,
attributes, influences, actions and owner.
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Note: When using filters, Political Map first searches for contacts where that name matches
assigned owners. If no contact has an assigned owner with that name, the filter will select
contacts with default owners by that name.

Reapply filters after adding a contact
When you apply a filter, it applies only to those nodes which are on the map at that time. If
you add a new contact after applying a filter, the new contact will not be affected by the filter
until you click on the Reapply Filters button in the left pull-out panel.

Get advice on what to do next
Political Map's Advice function provides you with targeted information advice relating to
each contact on your map. Political Map analyses the information stored for each contact
and uses it to present an overall assessment of that person's role in an opportunity along
with suggestions on how you should proceed. Individual advice for each contact is displayed
in the Coaching section of the Contact tab while the Advice tab contains information for
all of the contacts on your map.

Overall advice for your map
To see all of the advice available for your map, open the left pull-out panel and click on the
Advice tab.
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Coaching for a specific contact
To see advice for a specific contact, click on that contact node on the map and scroll to the
Coaching section of the left pull-out panel to view coaching tips and determine your next
steps.

You can also find profile information in the Profile section of the Contact tab.
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Social integration
Information you can gain from a contact's social media use can help you learn more about
that contact and discover what issues are most important to them. To access the contact’s
social media feed or page, click on the contact and scroll down to the Social section where
you can find details of any social media links that have been entered for that contact.
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Political Map Glossary
Political Map

Inner Circle:
The Inner Circle is a Political Status indicating that the person or contact "controls
outcomes". Inner Circle people have Influence and decide what will happen in the
organization.
The number of Inner Circle contacts is usually a correlation with the complexity and size of
the account or opportunity. You will typically have 2 to 3 Inner Circle contacts for an
opportunity.
At the top of the Inner Circle is many times the Approver, the person who approves and
funds projects and initiatives. A second Inner Circle contact has the Approver’s ear when
deciding on which projects to approve and not approve.
Inner Circle contacts are Key Players.

Political Structure:
The Political Structure is a Political Status indicating people that “make things happen” for
the Inner Circle and they have influence. Political Structure people are trusted by the Inner
Circle to "make things happen".
The number of Political Structure buyers is usually a correlation with the complexity and
the size of the opportunity. You will typically have 2 to 5 Political Structure contacts for an
opportunity.
Political Structure contacts are Key Players.

Outside Political Structure:
Outside the Political Structure is a political status indicating people that watch and wonder
what happened.

Decision Orientation

Decision Orientation is an attribute which is specific to Smart Account Manager indicating
what will influence the contacts decision making process. The options include Financial
Orientation, Technical Orientation, Relationship Orientation, and Business Orientation.

Technical:
This person’s primary focus is product functionality and technical capability. They are often
analytical and detail-oriented. Product demonstrations, benchmarks, and careful
deliberation will be key.

Financial:
This person’s primary focus is price, cost, and economics. While your product must be
viable, numbers and negotiations will be key.

Relationship:
This person believes they are forming a business partnership and their focus is the people
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and company that will be serving their organization. While your product must be viable,
support, trust, effort, and responsiveness will be key.

Business:
This person sees the big picture and overall impacts your product or solution will have on
their company’s present and future. This person can properly balance the technical,
financial, and relationship issues. Their vision often extends beyond their company to
include their clients, their competition, and their community. Industry knowledge and
articulating business vs. product value will be key.

Buying Role

Decision Orientation is an attribute which is specific to Smart Opportunity Manager. The
options include User, Evaluator, Decision Maker, and Approver.

User:
A Buying Role indicating someone who will directly use your product or service or solution.

Evaluator:
A Buying Role that has the ability to say no, but they can’t say yes. The best an Evaluator can
do for you is to recommend your solution. Evaluators can block the competition or block
you. Evaluators are formally assigned to the evaluation project (for an opportunity). They
evaluate and accept based on defined standards, such as, “Do you meet the RFP
requirements?, Have you met the defined criteria?, Do you operate within our standards/
company policy/business practices? (An example of standards might be that the customer is
a Six Sigma organization and you need to meet the requirement).

Decision Maker:
A Buying Role that has the ability to commit the company to a vendor or to a certain
strategic direction. They have accountability for selecting the solution. A Decision Maker is
always in the Political Structure or Inner Circle. A Decision Maker is a Key Player. A
Decision Maker cannot be Outside the Political Structure.

Approver:
A Buying Role at a senior level who has the ultimate accountability for success of the
project. They review the decision, bless it and typically release the funds. In large
organizations, there may be multiple levels of approvers with dollar thresholds used to
delineate their approval responsibility but they are not the ultimate approver. We are
looking for the ultimate Approver for our map. (If a buyer can say ‘no’ and over turn a
Decision Makers decision, they are an Approver). The Approver is at the top of the map and
in the Inner Circle. An Approver is a Key Player.

Adaptability to Change

Innovator:
A person that loves to be the first to try new ideas and solutions. They are not afraid to be
disruptive or make changes in something established.
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Visionary:
A person who is looking for a competitive advantage; will ask supplier to make changes to
standard offering to give customer a competitive advantage.

Pragmatist:
A person who tends to be in-charge of mission-critical-systems; generally relies on
incumbent for upgrades and fix the broken system.

Conservative:
A person who wants 'plug and play' solutions; does not like lengthy implementations in
either cost or time.

Laggard:
A person who will only buy when there are no other alternatives.

Status

Status is a Person Attribute and includes Mentor, Supporter, Neutral, Non-Supporter, or
Enemy.

Mentor:
Prefers your solution and sells in your absence. A Mentor is someone who believes that your
success is critical to his or her success.

Supporter:
Prefers your solution, supports you visibly and verbally with others but doesn’t sell in your
absence.

Neutral:
Undecided or indifferent.

Non-Supporter:
Prefers something other than you - competitor, business as usual, another project or do-it-
themselves.

Enemy:
Competitor's Mentor

Coverage

Coverage the time or number of contacts you have had with a person relative to the total
time and number of contacts you have made with the people. For each person you will have
a coverage indicator of Unknown, No Contact, Brief Contact, Multiple Contacts, and In
Depth.
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No Coverage of the person, you have not had any contact with the buyer.

Brief coverage of the person relative to your total coverage of the opportunity.

Multiple points of contact have been made with the person.

In Depth coverage of the person relative to your total coverage of the opportunity.
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Decision Criteria
The Decision Criteria screen allows you to enter the key criteria that your customer will
use when selecting a provider.

Access Decision Criteria
There are two ways you access Decision Criteria. You can click on the Decision Criteria
icon on the Dealmaker Launch Pad from within the opportunity screen.

You can also access the Decision Criteria screen at any stage to add or update information
by clicking on the Criteria tab.

Use Decision Criteria
Decision Makers generally have criteria by which they make a selection.  Dealmaker allows
you to enter these criteria and prioritize them (Critical / High / Medium / Low / Unknown)
for each of the key players within the customer account.

Set the criteria
To add the Decision Criteria that affect the buying decision, click Add Criterion and enter
a short description of the criterion.  This is a free-text field, so you should be specific and
clear in your description if possible.
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To the right of each criterion, you can identify Our Position relative to the competition for
this criterion.  The options available are Better (green check), Same (yellow equals) or
Worse (red cross). Consider the customer’s perspective when making this assessment.

Add the Key Players
To add the key players, either:

1. Click Import Key Players. This will list all of the contacts on the map whose
political status is either Inner Circle or Political Structure. Click Import to add
these contacts to the list.

2. Click Add Contact: A drop-down list of all contacts from the map (who aren't
already added to the decision criteria screen) will be displayed. Select individual
contacts and click Save to include the contact in the decision criteria / key player list.

Set the importance of each Decision Criterion for each identified Key Player
Each Key Player is listed on the left of the screen with one of his high rank criteria displayed
in brackets.

1. To display the decision criteria (listed by importance to that key player), click the
blue arrow to the left of the key player's name.

2. Select the importance level for each criteria (to that key player) from the drop-down
list (Critical, High, Medium, Low, Unknown). The criteria will be re-ordered based
on their level of importance.

3. Note, changes to the importance level of a criterion to a key player may impact the
overall rank of that criterion and result in it being displayed in a new position in the
overall ranked list on the left of the screen.

Notes:
The Overall Rank will be determined based on the importance level across all of the
key players.
The criteria are listed on the left of the screen according to their overall rank across
all key players.
Each key player identified here will appear with a key icon in Political Map.
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Insight Map
Insight Map allows the sales person to accurately and quickly understand and confirm with
the customer the business drivers they are confronting and the solutions which will best
address those drivers.

Accessing the Insight Map
There are two ways you access Insight Map in Dealmaker. You can click the Insight Map
icon on the Dealmaker Launch Pad from within the opportunity screen.

You can also access Insight Map at any stage to add or edit information by clicking on the
Insight tab.

Using the Insight Map
Insight Map is a graphical tool to be used by the salesperson together with their customer to
visually link business issues to their associated challenges and stakeholders, allowing the
salesperson, in collaboration with their customer, to prioritize the areas to address and the
solutions to apply.

The main area of Insight Map is where place the nodes of the map to describe the business
issue, challenges and evidence. The lines that connect these nodes illustrate the causal
relationship between them.
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The node types are:
Business Driver: The internal and external pressures that are causing the key
players on this opportunity to do something;
Challenge: Strategic, Financial and Internal impacts of the business drivers;
Evidence: Of a Challenge - a task, situation or process that is broken, not working
well, or doesn’t exist;
Solution: The specific product or service you provide that can help the customer
meet the Challenge.
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Insight Map: Create a map
An opportunity can include one or more insight maps.
When you first access the Insight Map screen on an opportunity, you will be asked to
provide a name for the primary insight map for this opportunity. Once provided, the name
of the map will be displayed in the top left corner of the map.

Create additional maps for an opportunity
You can create additional insight maps for the opportunity by selecting the drop-down arrow
beside the current map name, and clicking Create New.

The name of the new map is added to the drop-down menu below the existing map or maps.
To switch between different maps, click on the map name in the drop-down menu.

Rename a map
You can rename the map which is currently displayed on screen. To do this, switch to the
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map by clicking on it in the drop-down menu. Open the drop-down menu again and select
Rename Map.

Delete a map
You can delete the map which is currently displayed on screen. To do this, switch to the map
by clicking on it in the drop-down menu. Open the drop-down menu again and select Delete
Map.

Before you start
Once you have created your map, you will be presented with a blank canvas to start building
the map. The following node types available for the insight map:

Business Driver: The internal and external pressures that are causing the key
players on this opportunity to do something;
Challenge: Strategic, Financial and Internal impacts of the business drivers;
Evidence: A task, situation or process that is broken, not working well, or doesn’t
exist;
Solution: The specific product or service you provide that can help the customer
directly relieve the evidence.

Business Drivers are always at the top of an insight map.  Under the Business Drivers
you can connect multiple Challenges.  Challenges will then typically have Evidence nodes
under them. Challenges can connect to other Challenges, and Evidence nodes can also
connect directly to other Evidence nodes. Solutions will typically connect to Evidence nodes,
although they can also connect directly to Challenges. The hierarchy of your Insight Map,
running from top-to-bottom, will typically reflect the hierarchy of the node types displayed
on the left of the map.

Add / edit nodes on an insight map
To add a node to the map, click on one of the node types on the left and drag-and-drop it on
to the map area.  (On an iPad or other touchscreen device, hold your finger down on the
node, and drag it on to the map area, and then lift your finger.) The Edit dialog appears for
the new node when it's dropped onto the map. Here we have added a solution node to the
map.
To add/edit any details of any node on your insight map, click the node and view the details
in the pop-up box.
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The edit pop-up for all node types (except Solutions) includes the following tabs:
Details

Short Description: Provide a 40 character description which will be displayed on
the node.
Long Description: This is a longer description which is displayed when you hover
over the node.
Confirmed: Use this checkbox to specify whether or not the item has been
confirmed by the prospect (if confirmed, a checkmark is displayed in the node title;
if not, a question mark is displayed).
Private: Private nodes can be hidden from the display.
Owner: Start typing the owner's first name to display a drop down list of matching
contacts. Select the correct contact from the list to populate the first and last name
boxes.

Notes
This tab contains a free form text field where you can add details to the node. These notes
are visible when you hover over a node.
Advanced

Remove button: Remove the node from the map. You can also drag-and-drop the
node into the waste basket in the bottom left of the map.
Disconnect button: Remove the links to and from this node. To connect the node
to other nodes, you can drag-and-drop the child node to the parent node.
Change type: Use this drop-down list to assign a different type to an unconnected
node. Note this option is not available on a node which has connections to other
nodes. If you wish to change the type of a node you must first disconnect it from
other nodes.

Add Additional Nodes and Building Connections Between Nodes
To add more nodes to the map drag-and-drop one of the node types on to the map area.  (On
an iPad or other touchscreen device, hold your finger down on the node, drag it on to the
map area, and then lift your finger.) The Edit dialog appears for the new node when it is
dropped onto the map.
Rules for Valid Connections between Nodes: The connection between nodes is
subject to some logic rules.

1. Business Drivers will always be at the top of the tree.
2. Only Challenges can connect upwards to Business Drivers.
3. Challenges may connect to other Challenges in a parent-child relationship.
4. Evidence nodes may connect upwards to Challenges.
5. Evidence Nodes may also connect to other Evidence nodes.
6. Solutions may connect to either Challenge or Evidence nodes.

 
When adding a node simply drag it onto the existing node and Dealmaker will connect it
automatically.
You can connect two nodes already on the map by clicking on the node representing the
effect and dragging your cursor to the cause node (in other words, drag the child onto the
parent).  Each node is eligible for many-to-many linkage (subject to the rules given above).

Add solutions
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Once you have built your Insight Map, and agreed it with the customer, you should be in a
position to identify which specific elements of your product or service will address the
customer’s specific Challenges or Evidence points.  You will know that your Insight Map is
heading in the right direction when you can identify a very specific feature of your offering
that solve the problem described by the Challenge or Evidence.
You can add a Solution to your map in the same drag-and-drop manner as you add other
nodes.

There is an additional tab - Competitors - for solution nodes.  Here you see the
competitors that you have identified for the opportunity and your relative status.
Click on the Status icon to toggle through the Our Status values.
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Insight Map: Templates
If you sell to a particular profile of customer – perhaps customers in a particular industry,
or customers who frequently have similar Business Drivers – you might find it useful to
have a standard template insight map to serve as a foundation for each new opportunity.
Some companies may want their marketing departments to create a standard set of
templates for the sales team to use in each opportunity.  Dealmaker allows you to save any
Insight Map you are using as template and then import that template into a new
opportunity.

Create an insight map template
To create an insight map template, you should first create the complete insight map you
want to use as a foundation for other maps.  Then, click on the map name at the top-left of
the insight map , and select Save As Template from the Options menu.

When you select Save As Template, provide a meaningful name for the template and click
Create. Any user who has access to the opportunity where the template was saved, can
import it into any opportunity.

Import an insight map
To import an insight map for use as a template:

Click on the Import Insight Map icon on the top right of the Insight Map screen.
In the pop-up box, click on either the Template or Map radio button to indicate
that you want to either search through the maps that were created specifically as
templates, or search through all maps.  When you have found the map you want,
click on it to preview.
Click Import to select.
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Insight Map: Manage and Edit
Show / hide solutions
There may be occasions when you want to share the insight map with your customer, but do
not want to show the solutions that you have attached to the map. If you want to show or
hide the solutions on the map at any time, click the Show / Hide Solutions icon.

Show/hide private nodes
If you want to show or hide private nodes on the map at any time, click on the Show /
Hide Private Nodes icon.

 

Print the map
To print the map, click on the Print icon.

A second window or tab opens in your browser.
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Here you can collapse/expand nodes of the map (note that children with multiple parents
will continue to display if any one parent is expanded), and zoom/pan to the desired section
of the map, before using the standard File>Print facility in your browser to print your on-
screen results.

Note: To ensure the map prints correctly, make sure that you enable printing of background
images in your browser. This can generally be found in the Print Preferences/Page Setup
settings.
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Competitive Strategy
Most opportunities have some competition, whether it be another supplier you must defeat
or competing priorities and budgets within the customer account.  The customer, of course,
always has the option to do nothing. In any case, you need to analyze your competition and
develop a winning strategy.

Access Competitive Strategy
There are two ways you can access the Competitive Strategy for your opportunity. You can
click on the Competitive Strategy icon on the Dealmaker Launch Pad from with in the
opportunity screen.

You can also determine the Competitive Strategy at any time while working your
opportunity plan in Dealmaker by clicking on the Strategy tab.

Use Competitive Strategy
Before you can analyze your competitors, you must identify which competitors you face
within each opportunity.  You can add the competitors directly in Salesforce, or add from the
Dealmaker Competitive Strategy screen (click on the Add Competitor button).
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Determine your competitive strategy
Dealmaker can help you determine the strategy to employ in order to win against your
competition.
To get Dealmaker’s recommended Competitive Strategy:

1. Click on the Change button in the Your Strategy section of the Competitive
Strategy screen.

2. Answer the questions that Dealmaker asks.

When all questions have been answered, Dealmaker will provide its recommendation.

You can select to use Dealmaker’s recommended strategy by checking the box beside Use
recommended strategy. If the box is unchecked, you have the opportunity to select your
own strategy and describe why you have chosen it.

Note: You are able to update or edit your strategy at any time should something of high
impact change in your opportunity. Click on the Change button in the Your
Strategy section and answer the questions again.

Recording your competitors’ strategies
Click on the edit icon in the Competitors section of the Competitive Strategy screen.
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You will be presented with an editable area to record details about your competitors.

1. Start by documenting your competitors strengths and weaknesses in the free-text
areas at the bottom of the Competitive Strategy screen.

2. Based on their strengths and weaknesses, identify from the drop-down list the
anticipated competitive strategy that the competitor is going to use.

3. When you are finished, click Save changes.
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PRIME Actions
As you work an opportunity, you will continually identify the actions you need to implement
in order to win the opportunity. The PRIME Actions screen supports the addition of these
actions and maintains an ongoing “to-do” list of tasks and actions required. Dealmaker
synchronizes these actions with Tasks in Salesforce.

Access PRIME Actions
There are two ways you access PRIME Actions. You can click on the PRIME Actions icon
on the Dealmaker Launch Pad from within the opportunity screen.

You can add or review your PRIME actions at any stage by clicking on the Actions tab.

Use PRIME Actions
When you access PRIME Actions you are presented with a screen that displays the list of
Open Actions - tasks relating to this opportunity plan that you have yet to complete, and
Closed Actions - tasks that you have already completed.

If you want to add a new PRIME Action, can click on the Create PRIME Action button.
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To edit an existing PRIME Action you can click on the Edit link to the left of the specific
action.

 
 
It is important to remember to select the PRIME Action type from the PRIME Action
drop-down list.  If you do not set a value here, Dealmaker will assume that you are just
recording a Task that is not related to this opportunity plan, and will not display it in your
PRIME Actions list.  It will however be recorded with the Tasks list in Salesforce.

Note: Depending on how your administrator has configured your system, the contents of
this screen may vary. You may see either:

(1.) a list of PRIME actions only, or
(2.) a list of all actions relating to this opportunity. In this case, the PRIME Action
type column may or may not be displayed.
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Coach Me
Coach Me provides real-time, deal-specific coaching, helping you to identify risks and
vulnerabilities in your opportunity. It offers specific coaching on your opportunities that is
dependent on the information you have provided. Coach Me suggests actions you should
take to progress your sales opportunity.

How Coach Me Works
Dealmaker includes a library of Coach Me rules is available, and your Dealmaker
administrator can enable these coaching rules for your company.  The Coach Me rules
embed extensive sales knowledge, and when you click on Coach Me, the methodology
knowledge is applied to your opportunity. Different Coach Me rules apply at different stages
in the sales cycle, and can be applied differently for varying deal sizes or opportunities in
distinct types of sales opportunities.  Your Dealmaker administrator can enable or disable
the rules that are provided, can edit the standard rules, and can add additional rules.

Access Coach Me
There are two ways you access Coach Me. You can click on the Coach Me icon on the
Dealmaker Launch Pad from within the opportunity screen.

You can also invoke also access Coach Me at any stage to get guidance on what to do next or
to highlight any inconsistencies or weaknesses in your opportunity by clicking on the
Coach Me tab.

Use Coach Me
After launching Coach Me, a window appears with opportunity-specific guidance, based on
the actual circumstances in your opportunity.
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In this example, you can see that Coach Me has identified some very specific vulnerabilities
relating to the Approver and the Decision Maker in the opportunity. Acting on the Coach Me
advice will enhance the likelihood of winning the opportunity.
If your Dealmaker administrator has enabled Quicklinks in your Coach Me configuration,
you may also see the Quicklinks play button to the left of specific Coach Me rules. 
Quicklinks provides the ability to link to additional information, learning or guidance to
address the point at hand.

Use Coach Me for sales coaching
When a sales person is reviewing an opportunity with her sales manager, the effectiveness
of the review call is dramatically increased when both parties have reviewed the Coach Me
advice in advance of the call.  The sales person should have used Coach Me to identify areas
that she can address herself, and where possible will have addressed those points in advance
of the call.  The manager should then be using Coach Me to highlight areas where the sales
person might need help or guidance in overcoming the challenges that are unsolved by the
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sales person.
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Reports
Dealmaker Opportunity Manager provides a number of reports which allow you to examine
your opportunities and gain an insight into their status. The following reports are available:
1. Dealmaker Opp Plan Summary
The Dealmaker Opp Plan Summary report provides an overview of all current opportunities
for a selected period of time. For more details, click here.
2. Dealmaker Opportunity Plan Completeness Report
The Dealmaker Opportunity Plan Completeness report provides a general overview of the
completeness levels of opportunities for a selected period of time. For more details, click
here.
3. Dealmaker Opp Plan Completeness Detail Report
The Dealmaker Opportunity Plan Completeness Detail report provides a detailed overview
of the completeness levels of opportunities for a selected period of time. For more details,
click here.
4. Dealmaker Usage Report
The Dealmaker Usage Report provides a detailed overview of usage activity for users during
a selected period of time. For more details, click here.
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Opp Plan Summary
The Dealmaker Opp Plan Summary report provides an overview of all current opportunities
for a selected period of time. This report provides details of the value and status of each
opportunity as well as the associated accounts and opportunity owner.
To run the report, go to the Reports tab and click on Dealmaker Opp Plan Summary.

Information Contained in the Report
In addition to the Owner, Opportunity Name and Account Name for each opportunity, the
report provides the following information:

Amount: The value of the opportunity.
Assessment %23: Indicates the number of assessment criteria which have been
answered in Dealmaker.
Political Map %23: Indicates the number of contacts which have been added to
the political map in the Politics tab.
Decision Criteria %23: Indicates the number of decision criteria which exist for
this opportunity.
Insight %23: Indicates the number of nodes in the insight map.
Strategy: Indicates the strategy which has been specified for this opportunity.
PRIME %23: Indicates the number of open actions which exist for this
opportunity.

The data can be sorted and summarized according to each criterion and can be exported into
Excel format for printing or further processing.
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Opp Plan Completeness
The Dealmaker Opportunity Plan Completeness report provides a general overview of the
completeness levels of opportunities for a selected period of time. This report provides
details of the value, stage and level of completeness of each opportunity as well as the
opportunity owner and account name.

To run the report, go to the Reports tab and select Dealmaker Opportunity Plan
Completeness from the drop down list.
More detailed opportunity completeness information is available using the Dealmaker Opp
Plan Completeness Detail report.
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Opp Plan Completeness Detail
The Dealmaker Opportunity Plan Completeness Detail report provides a detailed overview
of the completeness levels of opportunities for a selected period of time. In addition to
general information relating to the opportunity such as its owner and associated account,
this report provides a detailed breakdown of an opportunity's completeness and how it has
been calculated.
The Dealmaker Completeness field ('% Complete') computes an overall score based on the
completeness of the data recorded in the various modules.

The Dealmaker Completeness is calculated as follows:
Assessment Completeness * 30% +
Politics Completeness * 20% +
Decision Criteria Completeness * 15% +
Insight Completeness * 15% +
PRIME Completeness * 5% +
Strategy Completeness * 15%

Assessment Completeness is calculated as follows:
20% of the score is based on answers provided for competitors
80% of the score is based on what you have recorded against your company

60% of the score is allocated to the number of questions answered / total
number of questions
20% of the score is based on comments added to questions marked as
Recommended.

The following questions are recommended by default:
Compelling Event;
Unique Business Value;
Inside Support;
Executive Credibility;
Informal Decision Criteria.

Politics Completeness is calculated based on the number of contacts with more than one
attribute set:

    1-3 contacts scores 50%
    4-5 contacts scores 75%
    6 or more contacts scores 100%
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Decision Criteria Completeness is calculated as follows:
40% of the score is based on the number of decision criteria identified:

1-3 criteria scores 20%
4 criteria or more scores 40%

60% of the score is based on the number of key players who also have a Political
Status of inner circle or political structure

1-3 such key players scores 30%
4 or more such key players scores 60%

Insight Completeness is calculated as follows:
40% of the score is based on having at least one node of each node type (10% for
each node type). If your Insight Map contains at least one node of each type
(Business Driver, Challenge, Evidence, Solution) it will score 40%
60% of the score is based on the number of nodes:

1-4 nodes scores 24%
5-8 nodes scores 42%
9 nodes or greater scores 60%

PRIME Completeness is set to:
100% if the opportunity is closed
If the opportunity is open:

0% if there are no defined open PRIME actions
50% if there are 1-3 open PRIME actions
100% if there are 4 or more open PRIME actions

Strategy Completeness is calculated as follows:
70% of the score is based on what you have recorded for your strategy:

42% for setting your strategy (either using the recommended strategy or
setting your own)
28% for adding detail notes to your strategy

30% of the score is based on adding competitor strategy information

12% for having one or more opportunity competitors identified with a
strategy set
6% for having competitor strengths added for one of the opportunity
competitors
6% for having competitor weaknesses added for one of the opportunity
competitors
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Dealmaker Usage Report
The Dealmaker Usage Report provides a detailed overview of usage activity for users during
a selected period of time. In addition to general statistics indicating a user’s overall usage,
the report provides a detailed daily breakdown of how many times each page was accessed
by each user.
To access the report, go to the Reports tab and click on Dealmaker Usage Report.
To generate the report, select the required reporting period in the time frame section.
Specify how which information should be displayed and how it should be summarized. Click
Run Report when ready.

Once generated, the report can be printed, saved in Dealmaker, printed or exported in either
Excel or CSV format.
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Collaborate via Chatter
Dealmaker provides functionality which integrates with Salesforce Chatter. here are two
variants of Chatter functionality. Depending on how your administrator has configured your
system, you will see either:

Dealmaker Chatter Inline, or
Salesforce Chatter.

Using this functionality you can post updates on opportunities, view the message feed for
that opportunity or share files and links with other users.
If you are using Dealmaker Chatter Inline, you can view the message feed for a
Dealmaker item or share files and links with other users in a Chatter group. You can also
see when other members of your Chatter group make changes to an item. The message feed
is updated when someone posts a comment, shares a file, link or post, creates a poll
question or modifies an item. These updates are posted to your Chatter group automatically.
Using the "snooze function", your system administrator can configure how many of these
automatic updates are posted within a specific period of time.
If you are using Salesforce Chatter, you can share links to Dealmaker pages or
recommend individual pages.

Dealmaker Chatter Inline
To access the Chatter functions, click on the Show Feed icon at the top right of the screen.

 
 
In the inline Chatter window, you can post updates, share files, links and polls and view all
updates for a particular item. To close the Chatter panel, click on the Hide Feed icon.
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Salesforce Chatter
Using the Salesforce Chatter functionality, you can share or recommend opportunities,
account plans or other Dealmaker elements with your followers, associated Chatter groups
or both.
To share an item, click on the Share icon on the left.

To recommend an item, click on the "thumbs up" icon on the right.

 

Chatter Updates
When you edit and save information on a tab, an update is automatically posted to Chatter.
To prevent large amounts of updates being generated if you make multiple edits, this
function includes a time delay so that the next update for that tab is only posted after a
specified length of time has passed. This time delay is configured using the Chatter Snooze
setting which is set to 30 minutes by default.
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